Symptoms and medications change patterns for Parkinson's disease patients stratification.
Quality of life of patients with Parkinson's disease degrades significantly with disease progression. This paper presents a step towards personalized management of Parkinson's disease patients, based on discovering groups of similar patients. Similarity is based on patients' medical conditions and changes in the prescribed therapy when the medical conditions change. We present two novel approaches. The first algorithm discovers symptoms' impact on Parkinson's disease progression. Experiments on the Parkinson Progression Markers Initiative (PPMI) data reveal a subset of symptoms influencing disease progression which are already established in Parkinson's disease literature, as well as symptoms that are considered only recently as possible indicators of disease progression by clinicians. The second novelty is a methodology for detecting patterns of medications dosage changes based on the patient status. The methodology combines multitask learning using predictive clustering trees and short time series analysis to better understand when a change in medications is required. The experiments on PPMI data demonstrate that, using the proposed methodology, we can identify some clinically confirmed patients' symptoms suggesting medications change. In terms of predictive performance, our multitask predictive clustering tree approach is mostly comparable to the random forest multitask model, but has the advantage of model interpretability.